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This document is a psychological perspective on human 
factors that impact HGV drivers from being aware of VRUs 
through direct and indirect vision mechanisms.  
This literature review was written by Esther Li-Wen Chew  
and focuses on the psychological side of the issue with 
research drawn from Andy Hua’s progress report. NRSPP 
would like to share this knowledge with its viewers and 
appreciate the key insights that were found. NRSPP is open  
to collaborate with any other projects.
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Introduction

Blind spots can be defined as areas around a vehicle that 
are not directly or indirectly visible by the driver (Milner & 
Western-Williams, 2016).  Trucks have much larger blind 
spots than cars. They have four blind spots: immediately in 
front of the truck, beside the driver’s door, directly behind 
the truck, and on the passenger’s side, from the door 
extending out across three lanes along the length of the 
truck, as shown in Figure 1 (NHVR, n.d.).  
 
Due to the blind spot on the passenger’s side, vulnerable 
road users (VRUs) such as pedestrians, cyclists and 
motorcyclists are at greater risk of being involved in crashes 
with heavy goods vehicles (HGVs). VRUs can know if they are 
in a blind spot by checking if they can see the HGV’s mirrors. 
If they are not able to see them, they are likely to be in a 
blind spot (NHVR, n.d.).  
 

1

Given the blind spots present in trucks, mechanisms have 
been developed to aid the driver in being able to see objects 
in the blind spot. Mechanisms that do not involve the driver 
directly looking at the object are considered as indirect 
vision mechanisms, and these include mirrors, cameras 
and the like, while objects such as windows through which 
the driver can directly see are considered direct vision 
mechanisms. 
 
 In this literature review, we will first discuss these factors 
and their underlying concepts, before examining their roles 
in direct and indirect vision mechanisms in HGV driving.

Figure 1  
Blind spots of HGVzs, as cited from NHVR (n.d.)
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Concepts

2.1.   Foveal and peripheral vision and  
           the Useful Field of View

 
The eye has two primary photoreceptors: cones and rods.  

Cones are responsible for high quality vision but are less 

sensitive to light, while rods have poorer quality but  

function well in dim light (Purves et al., 2001).  Johnson 

(2014) explained how human vision works, as is described  

in the following paragraph.  

 

Human vision has a much greater resolution in the centre  

of the visual field compared to its periphery. This small area  

in the centre is called the fovea. It has much higher resolution 

due to the high density of cones in it. However, the fovea makes 

up about 1% of the retina’s area, while the rest of the area is 

primarily made up of rods. As such, our peripheral vision can  

be described as similar to a frosted shower door.  

 

To compensate for this, our eyes are constantly moving at 

a rapid speed to focus our fovea on selected parts of our 

environment. Peripheral vision is used to guide the movement 

of the fovea by providing low-resolution cues on what may be 

important in our environment. 

The concept of foveal and peripheral vision is a key  
concept in the existing research on vision and driving. 
The Useful Field of View (UFOV) has been used in driving 
research to assess the visual capabilities of drivers in  
relation to driver performance and safety (Clay et al., 2005).  
It refers to the area of visual space in which attending to 
an object is easy. 
 

2

The UFOV is typically 15-20 degrees radially around the 
fovea and is assessed using peripheral localisation and  
foveal identification tasks in the absence as well as presence 
of distractor stimuli (Wolfe et al, 2017). 
 
However, it has been argued that the UFOV underestimates 
the importance of peripheral vision, which as mentioned 
previously is important to get a general grasp of the overall 
visual environment (Wolfe et al., 2017).  
 
Additionally, the UFOV only assesses the driver’s selective 
attention, which is limited as humans can only attend very 
few stimuli at a time (Wolfe et al., 2017). As such, peripheral 
vision is important for inattentional vision, which makes up 
the majority of vision given the large amount of information 
that hits our eye at a time.  
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2.2.   Attention and selective attention

 
 
At any given point, there is more information in our  

environment than our senses can process.  

Selective attention refers to the processes that help us  

suppress irrelevant information arriving at our senses and  

focus on certain input for further processing (Stevens &  

Bavelier, 2012). This input or object that has been selected is  

more richly represented in our perception and we are more 

aware of it compared to other stimuli in the environment 

(Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003). Attention may be overt or covert. 

 

Overt attention occurs when we move our eyes so the  

image of the selected object falls on our fovea, thus allowing  

us to see the object in high quality (Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003).  

Covert attention refers to when we do not move our eyes and 

instead pay attention to an object that falls in our peripheral 

vision (Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003). 

 

Posner’s research on cueing tasks, as well as subsequent 

research on the matter, have shown that cueing participants  

to direct attention to a certain location led participants to place 

a greater attentional weight or importance on that location,  

thus improving the quality of processing at that location 

(Eckstein et al., 2002).  

 

2

Other research also found that reaction times were faster when 

the location the stimuli appeared in had previously been cued 

(Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003). It was noted by researchers that the 

greater attentional weight placed on that location did not mean 

that other information was completely ignored, but rather they 

did not receive as detailed processing due to the capacity limits 

of attention (Eckstein et al., 2002). 

 

As such, spatial attention could be conceptualised as similar 

to a spotlight which is engaged at the target location. To shift 

attention to another target location, the spotlight would be 

to be disengaged from its current location, moved to the new 

location, and then reengaged again (Findlay & Gilchrist, 2003). 

Another theory, the zoom lens theory, proposed that this 

spotlight can be adjusted in size, with a tradeoff between  

size and processing efficiency. This meant that the larger the 

size of the attended region, the slower and less precise the 

subsequent processing (Muller et al., 2003). These studies 

demonstrate that optimal processing of target information is 

achieved with overt attention. That is, when an individual is 

fixating their eyes on the object. 
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2.2.   Attention and selective attention

2

 
 
 

Attention is not infallible. Attention can temporarily shift  

away from the task at hand to other stimuli that are not  

the main task, otherwise known as distractors. These are  

considered attentional failures (Unsworth et al., 2012).  

In everyday life, there are scenarios in which a person looks 

at an object but fails to ‘see’ it. This is called inattentional 

blindness; an attentional failure in which a person fails to  

notice an obvious and clearly viewable object as their  

attention was directed elsewhere (Kennedy & Bliss, 2013). 

 

In driving, this can occur in the form of look-but-failed-to-see 

(LBFTS) crashes, in which drivers looked but simply failed to see 

an oncoming object such as a motorcycle. It was found that 

drivers were twice as likely to miss a motorcycle compared to a 

taxi due to factors such as its size, shape or colour, thus leading 

to it standing out less on the road (Pammer et al., 2018). 

 

In a paper by Brown (2002) on behalf of the Department of 

Transport, the two errors that constituted LBFTS errors included 

individuals being too selective when scanning the traffic 

environment and thus only attending to large vehicles, thus 

failing to attend to smaller road users such as motorcycles. 

 

 

 

 

The other error is when individuals select for various hazardous 

features such as distance, speed and location, but fail to 

integrate and process these images as a coherent image of 

danger. As such, the individual may fail to process the object as 

something important to pay attention to and select for further 

cognitive processing, ultimately resulting in them failing to 

take action. 
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2.3.   Perceptual load

2

 
 
 

Perceptual load theory is another theory within the field of 

attention. Perceptual load theory as described in Murphy et al. 

(2016) is based on the idea that our attention capacity is limited. 

Therefore, whether or not information is successfully attended 

to depends on the processing demands of the current task. 

When a task demands a low perceptual load, all available stimuli 

including the target stimulus are processed, and distractors  

are later filtered out in subsequent cognitive processing. 

However, when a task demands a high perceptual load, 

attention will reach its capacity and distractors cannot be 

processed. In driving research, the term cognitive load is used  

to refer to a similar concept. 

 

Cognitive load refers to the attentional effort required to 

conduct tasks that involve controlling executive functions  

such as working memory (Engstrom et al., 2017). These are 

typically tasks that are new and unfamiliar to the driver, 

compared to highly rehearsed tasks that are automatic and 

require little effort (Engstrom et al., 2017). Extrapolating 

perceptual load theory to driving, which by its nature requires 

a high perceptual load, drivers may struggle with tasks that are 

un-automated (e.g., unfamiliar) and this may lead to lapses in 

processing of other stimuli in the environment.  

In summary, there are different types of attention, including 

overt and covert attention. Depending on the cognitive 

load demanded by the task at hand, drivers may experience 

attentional failures causing them to fail to notice important 

stimuli, especially when the task is unfamiliar to the driver. 

These human limitations can be further compounded when 

indirect vision mechanisms are involved, as will be discussed  

in the next section.
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Indirect vision mechanisms

3.1.   Mirrors

 
 
As mentioned in the introduction, trucks have much larger  

blind spots than cars. To aid drivers in detecting objects that 

they cannot see by directly looking, indirect vision mechanisms 

are used. Mirrors are one of the indirect vision devices that 

are often used to fulfill field of view requirements in both 

commercial and heavy goods vehicles (HGVs). They expand  

the field of indirect vision to aid the driver in seeing around 

vehicle obstructions, for example blind spot mirrors that help  

in eliminating blind spots around trucks (Barrett & Wishart 2020). 

 

Likewise, Cook et al. (2011) found that mirrors aid drivers in 

detecting and correctly identifying a range of targets in selected 

areas around the truck, indicating that mirrors are effective at 

providing good indirect vision of areas that fall on blind spots. 

However, they also brought up the various limitations of mirrors 

they found in the process of developing improvements to direct 

and indirect vision in drivers in general. One is external factors 

such as rain and dirt that may obscure the mirror. Additionally, 

drivers are required to check multiple mirrors before turning at  

a junction, which can be a time-consuming task. 

 

We can relate this back to foveal vision and attention which was 

mentioned previously. Drivers must fix their vision in one spot 

for the image to fall on the fovea and receive higher processing, 

and only after that can the driver move on to another object to 

fixate on it and process the image. 

 

 

3

The time taken to scan six mirrors has been estimated to be 

around 1.9 to 2.9 seconds on average (Knight et al., 2018). 

In the time taken to check all the mirrors, a vulnerable road  

user (VRU) may have entered a field that was previously 

scanned, and thus the driver may move the vehicle without 

realising the VRU’s presence (Knight et al., 2018).  

 

In addition to this limitation, Cook et al. (2011) highlighted 

 that performance rapidly dropped when targets fell on the 

periphery of the mirror. This may have been because image 

distortion is the most severe at the edge of mirror, thus causing 

drivers difficulty detecting and recognizing objects that fall on 

the edge of mirrors. 

 

The researchers also highlighted that alignment of mirrors  

is important as poor alignment reduces the field of coverage.  

As such, if the mirrors are not adjusted well before the driver 

begins the drive, this may compromise the driver’s vision and 

whether they are able to see into their blind spots. This often 

becomes an issue when vehicles are being driven by multiple 

different drivers who may have different visual requirements.
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3.1.   Mirrors

 
 

Knight and colleagues (2018) further discussed peripheral  

vision in the context of mirrors used by HGV drivers.  

The researchers stated that while peripheral vision is used 

 to detect target objects for us to direct our fovea and  

attention to, mirrors do not work well with peripheral vision. 

Mirrors only occupy a small area of our total vision, and the 

images within the mirror are even smaller. As such, objects  

that fall on the mirror are less likely to attract the attention  

of the driver compared to if it were life sized such as through 

windows or windscreens. 

 

Drivers therefore need to be able to direct their foveal vision 

directly to mirrors without having to first find them using 

peripheral vision. This requires training and conscious 

strategy, which might be reduced in high perceptual load.  

 

Additionally, drivers may struggle to accurately estimate 

distance and speed of vehicles that appear in the mirror due 

 to the nature of binocular depth cues in humans. Binocular 

depth perception depends on the differences in angles the 

object is from each eye. However, an object in a mirror remains 

at the same distance and angle from the eye, which may  

confuse drivers on how far away the object actually is.  

This can be further compounded by the distortion effect  

in convex mirrors.  

 

 

 

3

Convex mirrors are sometimes used to provide the driver 

an even larger view. However, convex mirrors have many 

limitations, as discussed in the guidelines for installing convex 

mirrors provided by VicRoads (2015) for general driving use. 

The convex shape of the mirror creates a distortion effect, 

which can cause difficulty distinguishing detail as well as 

understanding and interpreting information that appears on  

the mirror. 

 

The degree of distortion depends on the radius of curvature, 

with less distortion when a larger radius is used. Aside from 

distortion effects, convex mirrors can also result in a lateral 

inversion of the image. This can lead to images of vehicles in  

the mirror appearing to be on the wrong side of the road, 

causing drivers to misinterpret this information. 

 

The effectiveness of convex mirrors can also be compromised  

by the time of day. Dark colours can be difficult to detect in  

the afternoon as they may blend into the road, and the  

presence of other lights in the mirror at night can also reduce  

its effectiveness. Due to these limitations, convex mirrors are 

 not recommended as the first option to overcome sight 

restrictions and are only recommended if there are no other 

viable options available.
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3.2.  Cameras / Visual Display Units (VDU)

 
 

Cameras and visual display units (VDUs) have also been used 

to support indirect vision. Schmidt et al. (2015) conducted 

studies involving camera monitor systems (CMS) in both car 

drivers and HGV drivers. Their findings highlighted both the 

strengths and limitations of CMS in comparison to mirrors. 

Regarding environmental conditions, both had their strengths 

and weaknesses. CMS could be more resistant to soil and rain 

drops due to the small size of the camera and the display being 

installed in the interior of the vehicle. 

 

However, depending on where the CMS is located in the vehicle, 

it can be subjected to glare or reflections.  Regarding field of 

view, CMS was able to cover a wide range of rear field view 

and even reduced the blind spot. They also displayed images 

more clearly as they lack concavity and thus lack the distortion 

that occurs in mirrors. Drivers also tended to overestimate their 

speed and underestimate their distance, which can be beneficial 

for safety as they tended to perceive vehicles as closer than they 

were and thus left larger gaps. 

 

However, unlike mirrors, CMS can experience connectivity 

problems due to ice, snow, and electromagnetic interferences, 

as well as not being able to function without power. They also 

can lead to difficulty estimating distant objects due to the lack of 

depth information provided by cameras and their display units. 

 

 

 

3

Visual display units also have strengths and weakness for HGV 

drivers (for a review see Milner and Western-Williams, 2016) 

Visual display units may encourage drivers to make more 

frequent off-road glances, which means drivers are taking  

their eyes off the road more. 

 

Driver performance is additionally compromised as this  

shifting of attention backward and forward adds to the 

cognitive load already experienced by the driver. For example, 

information processing is slower immediately after drivers return 

their gaze to the road. VDUs are also subject to environmental 

conditions such as the sun. For example, areas that reflect the 

sun strongly may appear overexposed or white on the monitor, 

while areas that are shaded may appear underexposed or black 

in comparison. 

 

This can compromise the driver’s ability to see a hazard or  

VRU (Knight et al., 2018). The issues above were found to lead to 

unsafe behaviour in drivers (not focused on HGV) such as poorer 

hazard detection, abrupt steering movements and poorer lane 

keeping behaviour (Wilschut et al., 2008; Liang & Lee, 2010).
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3.2.  Cameras / Visual Display Units (VDU)

 
 

Other potential issues related to VDU are the quality of the 

displayed images. For example, Knight, Robinson, and Ainge 

(2018) found that processing times are reduced when imagine 

quality is poor. VDUs also need to be placed near where mirrors 

are likely to be (or area it is displaying). 

 

This decreases the reaction time of the driver, due to the ease 

of movement to look at the display (Schmidt et al., 2015). It 

can be argued that these are design-related issues and can 

be minimized by limiting the number of VDUs in the truck 

competing for the driver’s attention, ensuring the VDU has a 

clear and easily interpretable image, and locating the VDUs 

nearby the areas they are displaying (Knight et al., 2018). Overall, 

as highlighted by Knight and colleagues (2018) there is still a lack 

of research into VDUs, particularly in real-life casualty effects.

3
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3.3. Warning systems

 
 

Warning systems use sensing systems to detect when a driver 

acts in a potentially risky way and alert them to their actions.  

For example, Lane Departure Warning Systems (LDWS) detect  

when a vehicle is crossing a distinguishable lane boundary  

and alerts the driver using a beep and a flashing light on the 

console if the driver fails to correct the direction of the vehicle 

 in time (Transport for NSW, 2020). 

 

In the same way cameras and VDUs can support and hinder 

drivers’ attention, warning systems also have advantages  

and disadvantages (Knight et al., 2018). One of the advantages 

conferred by warning systems are that they are small and 

unobtrusive, allowing the driver to maintain surveillance of  

a large area without having to pay direct attention to  

everything at once. 

 

Warning systems can alert the driver to a problem and  

thus make them aware of stimuli that they may not have 

 been attending to. They can thus be used to accommodate  

the blind spots that are not covered by direct and indirect  

vision and their devices, and additionally improve the chances 

of the driver detecting a VRU. For example, a driver may be  

alerted of a VRU appearing in a mirror that they had already 

scanned, alerting them to a VRU that they may have otherwise 

potentially missed. 

 

 

 

3

One of the main problems of warning systems is that they  

can provide both true and false positives (Knight et al., 2018). 

That is, systems may activate when there are no hazards (false 

positive), or not activate when there is a hazard (false negative). 

Further detail on these are provided in the table below. 

 

 

Table 1 

Classifications of system actions, as cited from Knight, Robinson, 

and Ainge (2018), as adapted from Lubbe (2014)

Will a collision  

occur if the driver 

does not intervene

Does the system activate

Yes

 No

True

positive

False

negative

False

positive

True

negative
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3.3. Warning systems

 
 

Beyond the obvious problem of failure to detect (and take 

avoidance action) against a hazard (i.e. false negatives), false 

positives can also have undesirable outcomes. That is, over  

time the driver may lose trust in the system and not comply  

with the warnings.  

 

Other factors may also influence the effectiveness of  

warning systems. One of these is how the warning is  

presented. This can be through audible alert, visual display  

or through motion (in the driver’s seat). Research on driving  

(not focused on HGV) has found that the way in which  

warnings are presented is important. Audible warnings  

have been shown to be highly effective and rated most urgent 

but were also reported by drivers to be the most annoying. 

 

In contrast, visual warnings such as colour changes were  

less annoying and more acceptable but were rated as less 

urgent compared to other types of warnings (Baldwin & Lewis, 

2013). Truck drivers have also rated certain warning systems 

unfavourably due to the same criticisms regarding audio 

feedback, and also reported the systems could be unreliable 

and oversensitive, leading to false alarms (Cook et al., 2011). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3

Additionally, while warning systems may be effective at 

alerting the driver, it does not help the driver understand  

the problem and how to rectify it (Knight et al., 2018).  

In this way, the warning may instead become a distraction 

and unintentionally draw the driver’s attention away from the 

problem. As such, warning systems need to be designed in 

the way that it not only alerts the driver to a problem, but also 

directs the driver to where the problem is coming from so the 

driver can immediately understand the problem and decide  

on the course of action needed. 

 

In summary, indirect vision mechanisms such as mirrors, 

cameras and warning systems can aid drivers in detecting 

objects in blind spots but have their respective limitations in 

comparison to direct vision. The following section will discuss 

direct systems in more detail and how they alleviate the 

limitations of indirect systems.
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Direct vision mechanisms

 
 
Another way to support indirect vision in HGV is to widen the 

field of direct vision of a driver. In doing this, indirect vision is 

reduced and direct vision expanded, alleviating many indirect 

vision problems (Knight et al., 2018). This can be done by 

adding additional windows or lowering the bottom edge of the 

windscreen (Summerskill et al., 2015; Summerskill et al., 2018). 

Drivers would be able to view VRUs directly, rather than rely 

on smaller images in mirrors or VDUs which need cognitive 

processing and increase perceptual load. Additionally, the  

larger image is more likely to attract peripheral vision, thus the 

driver does not need to adopt an active scanning strategy to 

make use of foveal vision. 

 

Given this, the recognition of objects should be enhanced as 

the driver’s vision is free of visual irregularities such as distortion, 

depth perception, and orientation of the object which may be 

distorted by curved or top-down mirrors that may show the 

VRU at unnatural angles. Milner & Western-Williams (2016, p. 75) 

found that driver reaction times for both motor vehicles and 

HGVs were 0.7 times faster when they viewed a VRU through 

direct vision compared to when viewed through indirect vision 

mechanisms. This provided drivers an additional 4.7m of extra 

travel before braking when traveling at a speed of 17mph. 

 

 

 

 

4

Likewise, using motor vehicles they found that hazard detection 

via windows was better than via mirrors, but side windows 

were not as effective as front windscreens. Although not further 

discussed by the researchers, this may be related to foveal and 

peripheral vision. Objects that appear in side windows are 

further from the fovea in the peripheral field of vision. 

 

Thus, they may require more time to be detected and for 

the fovea to be moved to the object for greater processing. 

Milner & Western-Williams (2016) also found that direct vision 

was particularly beneficial when identifying pedestrians, 

with simulation collision rates dropping from 52% when seen 

through mirrors in a traditional HGV to 12% when seen directly 

in a low entry cab. 

 

However, the same did not apply for cyclists, where there was 

no difference in collision rates whether seen direct or indirectly. 

This may be due to the faster travelling speed of cyclists leading 

to them only appearing in the side window for a brief period 

of time, which may have been too short for drivers to turn and 

direct their gaze towards them.
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Regarding designing direct vision mechanisms, the benefit from 

efforts to widen the direct vision of the truck driver have ranged 

from significant to little. Lowering the height of the cab and in 

turn windscreen has been found to benefit forward visibility of 

VRUs, and the addition of a window aperture on the passenger 

side of the cab improves vision on that side (Summerskill et al., 

2015). However, significant blind spots do remain on the sides 

of the vehicle (Summerskill et al., 2015). As such, indirect vision 

mechanisms are important for covering areas which direct  

vision cannot address.   

 

There are additional characteristics of HGV drivers, which might 

influence vision and detection of VRU. For example, HGV drivers 

responded more slowly to stimuli compared to motor vehicle 

drivers (Milner & Western-Williams, 2016). Overall, older drivers 

reported slower reaction times compared to younger drivers 

(Milner & Western-Williams, 2016). 

 

Indeed, age is a significant factor in driver vision due to the 

decline in visual ability with age, alongside other factors such  

as changes in driver behaviour and attentional capacity  

(Barrett & Wishart, 2020).  This is noteworthy given the aging 

population of HGV drivers, with the average age of a truck driver 

 in Australia being 48 years old, higher than the average age of  

all jobs which is 40 years old (Labour Market Insights, 2021). 

 

 

4

In summary, research shows that direct vision, particularly 

through windscreens in front of the driver, are the most  

effective way of supporting attention. Widening windows 

is beneficial but needs to be supported with indirect vision 

mechanisms to account for blind spots. It is important to note 

that these mechanisms have different effects on drivers due to 

individual or demographic characteristics such as age, familiarity 

and such. Some of these limitations can be overcome with 

training, as will be discussed in the next and final section.
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Training

 
 
Training about general hazard perception can enhance the 

effectiveness of direct and indirect vision systems. However,  

the efficacy of training depends on the type of training and  

how drivers are evaluated. Mase et al. (2020) investigated the 

effects of camera monitoring by supervisors on HGV drivers’ 

risky behaviours. 

 

Supervisory coaching involved having frequent feedback 

sessions between the driver and a supervisor, who provided 

feedback on their driving based on monitoring footage.  

They found that camera monitoring paired with supervisory 

coaching led to nearly 35% reduction in incidents of harsh 

braking and speeding. 

 

It was hypothesized that this was because drivers are aware 

someone is watching them and thus become more conscious 

of and improve their driving behaviours. In another study by 

Haeger et al. (2018) testing the impact of driver training on 

visual attention and executive functioning in older drivers in 

general, it was found that drivers displayed improvements in 

visual attention but no benefits in cognitive domains or motor 

tasks. It was hypothesized that this may have been due to an 

insufficiently intense training or participant-induced bias due 

 to a lack of randomization. 

 

 

 

 

5

Another study tested the impact of hazard anticipation training 

and found that it did not impact the attention maintenance 

skills of novice drivers in general (Pradhan et al., 2009). Based on 

the results of these studies it appears that training can improve 

driver’s behaviour on the road, but the benefits on cognitive 

domains and tasks are less supported. 

 

Knight and colleagues (2018) discussed the many factors 

that need to be taken into account when developing training 

interventions, most importantly what the driver is trained to do, 

how it is communicated to them, and how it is reinforced over 

time. Much research on training has focused on new drivers  

and collisions, However, there is a lack of research on the effects 

of training in HGV drivers on VRU safety, with only surveys 

having been conducted. HGV drivers have rated training  

courses highly for usefulness and for aiding in maintaining 

professional standards, which many reporting that it helped 

them in being more considerate of other road users (Future 

Thinking, 2016).
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Conclusion

 
 
In conclusion, the key human factors impacting direct and 

indirect vision mechanisms in HGV drivers include foveal and 

peripheral vision, attention, and perceptual load. Direct vision 

mechanisms such as windows and windscreens and indirect 

vision mechanisms such as mirrors, cameras or visual display 

units, and warning systems each have their strengths and 

limitations, some related to human factors and some related  

to design choices. 
 
Ultimately, employing multiple solutions together to 
accommodate each other’s limitations may be the best 
solution to aid HGV drivers in being more aware of VRUs. 
 
It is noted that much of the research conducted on  
attention and vision in driving has been conducted for 
motor vehicles and their drivers, and not specifically HGVs.  
It can be assumed that many of the limitations faced by 
drivers in general as highlighted in the review would also  
be applicable to HGV drivers as many are limitations of 
humans in general. However, the field of research on HGVs 
would benefit from research into the specific population to 
ensure results are scientifically supported as generalisable 
to the HGV driver population.

6
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